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Investment Considerations

• Reduce expenses.

• Diversify systematically.

• Minimize taxes and turnover.

• Think long‐term.

• Apply discipline.

• Hold low‐cost funds.

• Maintain asset allocation.
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Presentation Notes
Talking Points:The key ingredients for investment success:• Diversification. A diversified strategy captures the compensated risk dimensions of the markets in the most reliable fashion.• Low costs. Management fees, trading commissions, market impact costs, bid/ask spreads, administrative expenses, and sales commissions (if any) directly reduce net investment returns. The combined effect of these costs can be difficult to compute and can consume a surprisingly high proportion of the gross investment returns offered by the capital markets.• Disciplined policy. Portfolio structure is the key determinant of results. The principal challenge for investors is to develop an asset allocation policy that matches an investor's risk preferences with returns offered by the capital markets. A successful policy is one that can be adhered to without anxiety in both good and bad markets.



Mutual Fund Expenses 

“After costs, the return on the average actively managed dollar will be less than the return on the average 
passively managed dollar for any time period.”

—William F. Sharpe, 1990 Nobel Laureate

William F. Sharpe, “The Arithmetic of Active Management,” Financial Analysts Journal 47, no. 1 (January/February 1991): 7-9.
Mutual fund expense ratios as of April 9, 2010. Asset weighting based on net assets as of December 31, 2008. Data provided by Morningstar, Inc.
Passive funds are those coded by Morningstar as Index Funds.
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Talking Points:In both US and non-US strategies, the average actively managed mutual fund is considerably more expensive than the average passively managed fund.The graph compares average expense ratios of actively managed funds to those of passive funds. The ratios are presented as simple averages and weighted averages. The weighted average calculation indicates that larger funds tend to have lower expenses than smaller funds.Active managers, on average, charge more than twice the fees of passive managers. This is also true in the international fund universe, although the differences are not as large due to the higher costs of investing in non-US markets.Nobel laureate William Sharpe has pointed out that active management in aggregate must underperform passive management, not due to controversial financial theories but by the simple laws of arithmetic. 



Fees Matter
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• Fees matter.

• Over long time periods, high management 
fees and related expenses can be a 
significant drag on wealth creation.

• Passive investments generally maintain 
lower fees than the average actively 
managed investment by minimizing 
trading costs and eliminating the costs of 
researching stocks.

For illustrative purposes only.
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Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Active managers seek to beat the market through stock selection and market timing. They generally charge higher fees than passive managers as compensation for their perceived “skill.” These fees can inflict a significant penalty on net investment returns and terminal wealth, as the above graph demonstrates for various cost levels.



Fund A Fund B Fund C Fund D

Morningstar (Dec 2000)

Forbes (Dec 2000) C A A+ D

US News & World Report (Dec 2000) 34 50 10 93

Wall Street Journal (Jan 2001) E C A B

BusinessWeek (Jan 2001) A No Rating B+ C

Funds A, B, C, and D are actual funds. They are not identified because the purpose of this illustration is to 
emphasize that ratings, by themselves, do not provide enough information to make a sound investment decision. 

Morningstar: Five stars is highest rating; one star is lowest rating.
US News & World Report: 100 is highest rating; 1 is lowest rating.

The Limits of Fund Rating Services
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Talking Points:True insight arises from scientific evaluation of the sources of return in a portfolio. A prospective investor should understand how much of a mutual fund’s performance is based on risk factor exposure and how much is the result of unexplained forces and random error.The chart suggests that mutual fund ratings offered through professional services and the financial media are anything but scientific. Funds A, B, C and D represent actual funds that received grades or ratings from the respective “expert” sources. Proper investment analysis requires a consistent and clearly explained methodology. Before relying on any mechanical rating system to select investment managers, investors should thoroughly understand how the rating was determined.



Traditional Asset Allocation Generates Excess Turnover

Annual: January 1989-December 2009.
Russell components are Russell indices weighted according to Russell 3000 market value weights (buys and sells measured by the weight of each component).
Estimated annual cost assumes transaction costs of 50 bps.
For illustrative purposes only.
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• In effect, a component 
portfolio buys and sells 
from itself, generating 
needless costs and 
taxable events.
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Talking Points:Passive investing through a structured portfolio is the preferred approach—but it presents another set of challenges. This diagram illustrates the internal costs of holding multiple asset classes in a portfolio. In theory, an investor who wants to own the Russell 3000 Index could either:Hold the Russell 3000 universe in a single fund (as demonstrated in the large green box at left), or�2. Construct a Russell 3000 portfolio using various component funds of narrower Russell categories. The boxes to the right show two-, four-, and six-component varieties using Russell large, mid cap, small, value, and growth sub-indices.The more components included in the portfolio, the higher the overall costs of maintaining the proper index constitution and portfolio balance. As stocks migrate from value to growth—or small to mid cap to large—they change risk/return characteristics. The indexes must buy and sell to maintain accurate coverage and characteristics. Since many of these stocks are likely to remain in the Russell 3000, the portfolio is buying and selling from itself, generating needless transaction fees and tax costs.The far-right column shows that the more walls erected in a portfolio, the higher the turnover resulting from reconstitution of the components.
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